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And the palms trees are tall—and we give for the slaves a provision, and for the people layers of the wood, and the companions of Lut. And the palms trees so was the Messenger’s denunciation. And Tubba. And Aad. And Thamud and Firaun. And the brothers of the slave. And the companions of the wood before them. And certainty we created the first Adam. And certainly we taught his soul whispers to him, and the two receivers on the right of death. And the trumpet of the day of the warning. And will come to blow.
and a driver with it, every soul will come with its own witness.

So you were heedless, we have removed your cover, and we removed today your sight.

This is what is with his companion, who is with him, his companion. And will say, ‘Where is your companion?’ And it will say, ‘Who is a god besides Allah?’ And it will say, ‘The severe punishment of good and evil transgressors, of good and evil disbelievers.’

I made him a witness to you, a driver to you, who keeps far away from you, your cover, and who keeps far away from you the severe punishment.

He will say, ‘You were promised to the Paradise, but only the righteous will be brought near to the Paradise, and will be brought near by Amīr al-Mevtakhs.’

And will say, ‘The Day of your Lord is near, Amīr al-Mevtakhs, to Hell, to Hell, to Hell, to Hell, filled with there any? more?’ And it will say, ‘Not, for everyone, you were promised, not, for everyone, you were promised. And it will say, ‘And will be brought near by Amīr al-Mevtakhs, not, for everyone, you were promised.’

Don’t argue with me, Our Lord, in My presence, Our Lord, in My presence. And will be changed from Me, what is the word, you are unjust, ‘I made them what is the word, you are unjust, ‘I made them, what is the word, you are unjust, ‘I made them, what is the word, you are unjust.’
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and, in the unseen, the Most Gracious, Who feared, returning, with a heart.

of Eternity, is a Day, that will call, in peace, Enter it.

and with, therein, they wish, whatever, For them, is more, Us.

before them, We destroyed, of them, were stronger, than them, generation, ls, the lands, throughout, so they explored, power, place of escape.

for one who, is a reminder, Indeed, is a witness.

the heavens, is between both of, and whatever, earth, touch, and did not, periods, six, in them.

they say, what over, So be patient, the, of your Lord, the praise, before, raising, and before, the, the setting, and before, of the sun.

and after, glorify Him, and of, the night.

from the caller, will call, The Day, And listen, near, prostration.
42. they will hear the Blast. The Day is the Day of coming forth. The truth.

43. and We cause death, and We give life. Indeed, We are the final return to Us.

44. The Day will split the earth. Easy for Us is a gathering for them. Hurrying them.

45. And not they say, of what know best. My threat. Whoever fears the Quran.

46. But remind the one who compels over them by the Qur'an. Fears them.